
The team found out FOUR KEY THINGS during this project:

HOW CAN TECHNOLOGY BE BEST HARNESSED EDUCATIONALLY
AND ORGANISATIONALLY?
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We are using much more Artificial Intelligence across our schools
than we thought through programmes which adapt their speed and
content depending on the child’s learning.

We need a much more level playing field across the Trust in terms of
skills, hardware and software.

We want to write into our programmes of study specific moments
where students are active, questioning producers of content
rather than passive consumers. 

The ‘gamification of learning’ needs to be carefully balanced
with human expertise and feedback and the demands of external
exams. 

WHAT ARE THE MAIN BENEFITS?
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The team found real benefits for SEND learners and of course these benefits often help
everyone. These include:
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Using virtual and augmented reality to reduce distractions in the classroom and
bring an immersive experience
Offering more sophisticated learning adaptions, particularly with software in
phonics, languages, music and maths or science formula 
Giving opportunities to practice and over-learn in different ways. 
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WHAT'S IN IT FOR OUR SEND LEARNERS?

WHAT ARE THE BARRIERS?

BALANCE WITH 
EXAM REQUIREMENTS

WHAT NEXT?

Build on Epsom and Ewell High School’s Microsoft Showcase status and share
this more widely
Level the playing field for schools in terms of the range and quality of resources
and training
Develop curriculum opportunities to advance pupils who are adept content
producers and questioning consumers 
Pilot the partnership opportunities with Apple at the new ASD school 
Look at how we can actively address the barriers – which can we control?

If you’d like to talk about this project in more detail, please contact Debbie Nixon on
nixond@bourne.education who will put you in touch with the BET Futures Tech Team.

WHO CAN I TALK TO ABOUT LEARNING MORE?


